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Abstract— This paper proposes an optimal control synthesis
algorithm for Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) tasks that exploits
experience from solving similar LTL tasks before. The key idea
is to appropriately decompose complex LTL tasks into simpler
subtasks and define sets of skills, or plans, needed to solve these
subtasks. These skills can be stored in a library of reusable
skills and can be used to quickly synthesize plans for new
tasks that have not been encountered before. Our proposed
method is inspired by literature on multi-task learning and can
be used to transfer experience between different LTL tasks. It
amounts to a new paradigm in model-checking and optimal
control synthesis methods that to this date do not use prior
experience to solve planning problems. We present numerical
experiments that show that our approach generally outperforms
these methods in terms of time to generate feasible plans.
We also show that our proposed algorithm is probabilistically
complete and asymptotically optimal.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Control synthesis for mobile robots under complex tasks
captured by Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas has
received considerable attention recently [1]–[8]. If optimality
is not required, then model checking theory [9] can be used
to find feasible paths that satisfy LTL-specified tasks [1]–
[3]. Nevertheless, if optimality is of interest, then optimal
control synthesis methods can be used to find the desired
optimal plans. Such methods either draw from samplingbased motion planning algorithms in robotics [4]–[6] and
can be probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal,
or formulate the LTL planning problem as an optimization
problem [7], [8] that can be solved using available techniques. Common in the above works is that they solve every
new planning problem from the beginning, without the use
of any form of experience. However, most LTL tasks in
robotics applications, even if they are defined by distinct LTL
formulas, involve common basic operations such as simple
reach-avoid subtasks. Therefore, it is meaningful to construct
a library of reusable skills to speed up the search for feasible
plans every time a new LTL task is encountered.
The key idea is to decompose a global LTL task into several subtasks, some of which may be used to later compose
new tasks. The concept of reusing skills is more common
in the machine learning literature. For example, transfer
learning [10] employs prior knowledge to models which follow a different distribution from those in the training stage.
Nevertheless, unlike transfer learning that is more focused
on generalization, here the concept of reusing skills is more
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relevant to matching current tasks with skills in the library.
Relevant is also work on hierarchical task planning [11] that
adopts a divide and conquer strategy by recursively decomposing tasks into primitive action sequences. Hierarchical
task planning (HTN) is a very general framework and it
has been integrated with LTL in [12], where LTL is used
to represent domain-specific control knowledge rather than
specify required tasks, as in the problems considered here.
In this paper, we propose a transfer planning method that
builds a library of skills that are as general as possible. Each
skill can be viewed as a subtask. Inspired by the multitask learning framework in [13], we design a path for each
skill by constructing a set of subtrees in parallel using the
optimal sampling-based method proposed in [6]. Then, every
time a new LTL task is provided, we decompose it into
several subtasks, and check whether these can be solved
using skills stored in the library. We show our proposed
algorithm is probabilistically complete and asymptotically
optimal. Moreover, we compare our algorithm to the very
fast biased sampling-based method in [14] and show that we
outperform this method when sufficient number of skills can
be reused to synthesize plans, especially for simpler tasks
that require smaller numbers of skills to solve. Our approach
amounts to a new paradigm in model-checking and optimal
control synthesis methods that to this date do not use prior
experience to solve planning problems.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Consider a robot operating in a workspace W ⊂ Rd , d =
2, 3. There are W disjoint regions {rj }W
j=1 of interest in
W. The workspace W can be represented by a weighted
Transition System obtained through an abstraction process.
Definition 2.1 (TS): A weighted Transition System (TS),
denoted by TS, is a tuple TS = (X , x0 , →TS , d, AP, L)
where: (a) X is the set of discrete states; (b) x0 ∈ X is
the initial position of the robot; (c) →T S ⊆ X × X is the
transition relation; (d) d : X × X → R+ is a cost function
that assigns a S
distance cost to each possible transition in
W
TS; (e) AP = j=1 {π rj } is the set of atomic propositions,
rj
where π is true if the robot is at region rj and false
otherwise; (f) L : X → AP ∪ {π obs } ∪ {∅ } is an output
function defined as L(x) = π rj |π obs |∅ , ∀x ∈ X , where π obs
represents obstacles, ∅ stands for empty output.
We define the cost of a finitePpath τ of form τ =
n−1
ˆ ) =
τ [0]τ [1]τ [2] . . . τ [n] as J(τ
k=0 d(τ [k], τ [k + 1]).
Given
an
LTL
task
φ,
we
define
the
language
Words(φ) =

σ ∈ (2AP )ω |σ |= φ , where |=⊆ (2AP )ω × φ is the satisfaction relation, as the set of infinite words σ ∈ (2AP )ω

that satisfy φ. Any LTL formula φ can be translated into a
Nondeterministic Büchi Automaton (NBA) as follows [9].
Definition 2.2 (NBA): A Nondeterministic Büchi Automaton (NBA) B over 2AP is defined as a tuple B =
0
QB , Q0B , Σ, →B , QF
B , where QB is the set of states, QB ⊆
AP
QB is a set of initial states, Σ = 2
is an alphabet,
→B ⊆ QB ×Σ×QB is the transition relation, and QF
B ⊆ QB
is a set of accepting/final states.
Given the TS and the NBA B, we define the Product Büchi
Automaton (PBA) P = TS ⊗ B, as follows [9]:
Definition 2.3 (PBA): Given the transition system
TS
=
(X , x0 , −→TS , d, AP, L) and the NBA
B = (QB , Q0B , Σ, →B , QF
B ), we define the Product
Büchi Automaton P
=
TS ⊗ B as a tuple
P = (QP , Q0P , −→P , QF
)
where
(a) QP = X × QB
P
is the set of states; (b) Q0P = x0 × Q0B is a set of initial
states; (c) −→P ⊆ QP × 2AP × QP is the transition relation
L(x)
−−→qB0 )
(x→TS x0 )∧(qB −
. Transition
defined by the rule: q =(x,q
0
0 0
P
B )−→P qP =(x ,qB )
0
0
from state qP to qP is denoted by (qP , qP ) ∈−→P ; (d)
F
QF
P = X × QB is a set of accepting/final states.
We say that an infinite path τ of the form τ = τ [0]τ [1] . . .
satisfies φ if and only if trace(τ ) ∈ Words(φ), where
trace(τ ) = L(τ [0])L(τ [1]) . . . . Specifically, a path satisfying φ can be written in the finite prefix-suffix structure,
i.e., τ = τ pre [τ suf ]ω = Π|TS ppre [Π|TS psuf ]ω , where the prefix
part τ pre is executed only once followed by the indefinite
execution of the suffix part τ suf and Π|TS stands for the
projection of product space onto the state-space X . The path
ppre starts from an initial state qP0 ∈ Q0P and ends at a final
suf
state qPF ∈ QF
is a cycle around the above final
P . The path p
state. Then, the goal is to minimize the following objective
ˆ pre ) + (1 − β)J(τ
ˆ suf ),
J(τ ) = β J(τ

(1)

ˆ pre ) and J(τ
ˆ suf ) stand for the cost of the prefix
where J(τ
and suffix part, respectively and β ∈ [0, 1] is a user-specified
parameter. In this paper, we address the following problem.
Problem 1: Given a global LTL specification φ and a
transition system TS, find a discrete plan τ that satisfies φ
and minimizes the cost function (1).
III. C REATION OF THE LIBRARY OF SKILLS
To solve Problem 1 we propose a new planning method
that exploits experience from solving similar planning problems before. In this section, we first propose an algorithm
to decompose an LTL task into simpler subtasks that are
executed sequentially, therefore, giving rise to a graph GT of
subtasks. Then, for each subtask, we find a plan by growing
multiple subtrees in parallel using the method in [6]. These
plans constitute the skills stored in the library L.
A. Construction of the graph of subtasks
Given a formula φ and the NBA B, consider the transitions
π ri
π rj
j
i
k
qB
(σi ) −−→B qB
(σj ) −−→B qB
(σk ), where σ represents the
label of the self-loop around the Büchi state. Suppose that
i
currently the Büchi state is qB
and the robot is at location
j
ri
ri so π is true, enabling the transition to qB
. To enable the

Algorithm 1: GraphofSubtasks(B, TS)
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Sf = ∅, Se = ∅;
0
0
0
Sf ← ((x0 , qB
), ), RTB (((x0 , qB
), )) = qB
;
while Sf 6= ∅ do
target
qTcurr = GetNode(Sf ), qB
= RTB (qTcurr );
target
target
succ
for qB ∈ RB (qB ) \ {qB } do
target succ
σe = GetLabel(qB
, qB );
D = GetDestination(σe );
for x ∈ D do
target
qP = (x, qB
);
if ∼ Match(ET , Π|P qTcurr , qP ) then
ET ← (Π|P qTcurr , qP ) ;
T
succ
RB ((qP , σe )) = qB
;
if (qP , σe ) 6∈ (Sf ∪ Se ) then
Sf ← (qP , σe ), VT ← qP ;
Se ← qTcurr ;

next transition, the robot should visit rj and the path should
satisfy the label σj . We denote this subtask by the tuple
j
i
((π ri , qB
), (π rj , qB
)) and is formally defined as follows.
s
e
Definition 3.1 (Subtask): A subtask ((xs , qB
), (xe , qB
))
e
s
is a tuple where (xs , xe ) ∈→T S , (qB , L(xs ), qB ) ∈→B
and there exists another Büchi state qB such that
s
e
) the starting
, L(xe ), qB ) ∈→B . We call qPs = (xs , qB
(qB
e
e
endpoint and qP = (xe , qB ) the terminal endpoint.
A subtask defines a set of paths that connect xs and
e
xe while satisfying the label of the self-loop around qB
.
Next, we build a graph of subtasks GT = (VT , ET ), where
0
} ∪ {(x, qB ) | L(x) ∈ AP, qB ∈ QB }
VT = {x0 , qB
e
s
))|xs →TS
), (xe , qB
denotes the node set and ET = {((xs , qB
L(xs )

s
e
xe , qB
−−−−→P qB
} denotes the edge set. The graph of
subtasks can be viewed as an abstraction of QP and it
captures high-level task dynamics. We construct the graph
of subtasks GT using Alg. 1, which we describe next.
Alg. 1 takes as input the NBA B and the transition system
TS, conducts a search over B and returns the graph GT .
First, B is pruned by removing infeasible labels that require
the robot to be at two disjoint regions simultaneously; and
details about pruning can be found in [14]. Alg. 1 selects
one state from the set Sf , then expands it and stores its
direct successors in the set Sf for further expansion.1 After
expansion, this state is saved in the expanded set Se . Each
state in these two sets is in the form of ((x, qB ), σ), where
(x, qB ) will be a node in GT and σ is an label. Note that
for a state (x, qB ), qB can nondeterministically transition
to one of its multiple direct successors, since L(x) satisfies
possibly more than one labels. But the direct successor of
qB that corresponds to the associated label σ is unique. We
define a lookup table RTB that outputs the direct successor
of qB when a node (x, qB ) and the label σ are provided.
Alg. 1 is initialized by creating an artificial transition
0
0
(qB
, qB
) →B , where ← means adding the right-hand side
element to the left-hand side set. The construction of GT
1 A direct successor (precessor) means that two nodes are connected by an
edge, while successors (precessors) mean a path exists between two nodes.

proceeds by selecting a state qTcurr from Sf per iteration
target
and denoting its direct successor as qB
= RTB (qTcurr )
target
[Alg. 1, line 4]. Next, let RB (qB ) denote the set of direct
target
successors of qB
in B, and we generate a set of subtasks
for every state in RB (qPtarget ), if such states exist, excluding
target
qB
itself [Alg. 1, line 5-14]. We ignore subtasks with
identical endpoints since they can be trivially fulfilled. For
target
succ
qB
∈ RB (qB
), we first obtain the label σe such that
target σe
succ
qB −→B qB using the function GetLabel. Assuming it
is in disjunctive normal form, i.e., σe = ∨∀ri (∧∀rj 6=ri ¬π rj ∧
π ri ), then, a set D of destinations, one destination per
conjunction, that satisfies σe is obtained by calling the
function GetDestination. Then, for every x ∈ D, we
check whether a new subtask (that has not yet been seen)
can be created [Alg. 1, line 8-14]. Specifically, denoting by
Π|P the projection onto the product state space, we define by
target
Π|P qTcurr the starting endpoint and let qP = (x, qB
) be a
corresponding terminal endpoint. In [Alg. 1, line 10-11], we
check whether an equivalent subtask has been created before,
and we discuss how to decide the equivalence between
two subtasks later. If no equivalent subtask exists, an edge
corresponding to this new subtask is added to the graph GT
and the lookup table RTB is updated [Alg. 1, line 12]. If
(qP , σe ) does not belong to either Sf or Se , we add it to Sf
and add qP to the node set VT [Alg. 1, line 13-14]. Finally,
when all candidate direct successors have been considered,
qTcurr is added to the expanded set Se .
In what follows, we discuss how to check if two subtasks
are equivalent. Assuming that the path connecting any two
locations is reversible, i.e., the path from A to B is the path
from B to A, we define equivalent subtasks as follows.
Definition 3.2 (Equivalent subtasks): Two subtasks, denoted by (qPs , qPe ) and (q̃Ps , q̃Pe ), are equivalent if
(i) They have the same pair of initial and terminal positions, i.e., (x̃s = xs ∧ x̃e = xe ) ∨ (x̃s = xe ∧ x̃e = xs );
(ii) The labels around the second Büchi states are the same,
e
e
e
e
).
i.e., GetLabel(qB
, qB
) = GetLabel(q̃B
, q̃B
We refer to the first conjunction in (i) as “forward match”
and the second as “backward match”.
B. Construction of reusable skills
After obtaining a pool of subtasks, we design paths for
each subtask to include in a lookup library L. To this end, we
incrementally build multiple subtrees in parallel with every
subtree being constructed using the sampling-based method
in [6]. Specifically, we first divide all subtasks into different
groups based on starting endpoints. Every group collects
subtasks with the same starting endpoint and is associated
with a subtree. The root of this subtree corresponds to the
starting endpoint of that group. Every subtree is responsible
for finding one path for every subtask in its group. These
subtrees are grown independently. First, a state is sampled
from the QP . If this state can be reached from any one of
subtrees, then we check whether any of the roots of the other
subtrees can be reached via this state. Since these subtrees
are grown in parallel, feasible plans can be found much
faster; see also Alg. 2. Alg. 2 initializes a set of subtrees

Algorithm 2: BuildLibrary(GT , Sr )
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
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12

Initialize a set {Tk = (Vk , Ek )} of subtrees with each
root qPrk ∈ Sr ;
P|{T }|
while i=1k |Vi | < nmax do
xnew = Sample(TUniform(1,|{Tk }|) );
for i = 1 : 1 : |{Tk }| do
for qB ∈ QB do
qPnew = (xnew , qB );
if qPnew 6∈ Vi then
ri
new
Extend(Ti , qPnew , R→
P (qP ) \ RT (qP )) ;
else
new
Rewire(Ti , qPnew , R←
P (qP ));
ConnectRoots(Ti , RT (qPri ), qPnew );
Extract paths for subtasks and build the library L ;

{Tk = (Vk , Ek )} with roots Sr = {qPs | (qPs , qPe ) ∈ ET }
[Alg. 2, line 1]. Let qPrk denote the root of k-th subtree.
Next, the parallel construction grows each subtree until the
total number of nodes exceeds a user-defined number nmax .
1) Sampling the position component xnew : At the beginning of each iteration, the function Sample samples a
new location xnew [Alg. 2, line 3] by randomly sampling a
subtree, then randomly sampling a node qP in that subtree
and, finally, sampling a location xnew that can be reached
from Π|TS qP , i.e, Π|TS qP →TS xnew . xnew is paired with
every qB ∈ QB to create a new product state qPnew =
(xnew , qB ). Then we check whether it can be reached by
any of the subtrees using functions Extend and Rewire.
2) Extending towards qPnew in Ti : If qPnew 6∈ Vi , the
new
Extend step tries to add qPnew to tree Ti . Let R→
P (qP )
new
collect nodes in Ti that can reach qP in one hop and
RT (qPri ) denote the direct successors of qPri in VT . Similar
new
to [6], the function Extend checks all nodes in R→
P (qP )
new
to find the shortest path leading to qP , with the exception
new
that nodes of RT (qPri ) are excluded from R→
P (qP ) [Alg. 2,
line 7-8]. Since we check all subtrees, if there exists one root
r
qPj ∈ RT (qPri ) that is already in the subtree Ti and it can
r
reach qPnew , qPnew will be added to the subtree with root qPj .
r
j
Thus, there is no need to connect qPnew to qP in the current
r
subtree Ti . In this case, qPj does not have outgoing edges.
3) Rewiring through qPnew in Ti : If qPnew ∈ Vi , the
Rewiring step checks whether qPnew can improve the cost
new
of other nodes. Let R←
P (qP ) be the set that collects all
nodes in Ti that qPnew can reach in one hop. The function
Rewire is identical to that in [6] which checks all nodes
new
in R←
P (qP ) in case there exists a shorter path leading to
them that passes through qPnew . If any node qP is successfully
rewired, the cost of all its successors will be updated.
4) Extending towards other successive roots from Ti : This
steps checks whether qPnew builds a connection between the
current root qPri (the starting endpoint of one subtask) and
its direct successor qPend ∈ RT (qPri ) (the terminal endpoint);
see Alg. 3. The algorithm extends Ti towards it or rewire
through qPnew . If qPend is not in the current tree and qPnew can
reach qPend , then qPend is added to Ti [Alg. 3, line 3-5], where

Algorithm 3: ConnectRoots(Ti , RT (qPri ), qPnew )
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

for

qPend

RT (qPri )

∈
do
c = cost(Ti , qPnew ) + d(Π|TS qPnew , Π|TS qPend );
if qPend 6∈ Vi ∧ (qPnew , qPend ) →P then
Vi ← qPend , Ei ← (qPnew , qPend );
cost(Ti , qPend ) = c, Si ← qPend ;
else if qPend ∈ Vi ∧ cost(Ti , qPend ) > c
∧ (qPnew , qPend ) →P then
Ei = Ei \ {(Parent(qPend ), qPend )} ;
Ei ← (qPnew , qPend ), cost(Ti , qPend ) = c ;

Algorithm 4: TransferPlanning(B, Sr , Lreuse , nmax )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

cost(Ti , qPend ) represents the distance from the root qPri to
qPend . Note that qPend might be the root of another subtree, but
any operation performed in Ti does not affect that subtree.
We add qPend to a set Si which keeps track of subtasks for
which a feasible solution of the subtask (qPri , qPend ) is found in
Ti . If it is the case that qPend belongs to Vi , qPnew can transition
to qPend and incurs a shorter path, the predecessor of qPend is
changed to qPnew and the cost is updated [Alg. 3, line 6-8].
5) Extracting paths for subtasks: After the iteration terminates, Alg. 2 extracts one path of product states for each
subtask in Si (which appears in Alg. 3, line 5) and saves
them in the library L [Alg. 2, line 12]. For any qPend ∈ Si ,
we obtain the path by tracing back from qPend to the root qPri .
IV. C ONTROL SYNTHESIS FOR NEW FORMULAS
In this section, we generate a path for a new formula by
reusing skills from the library L. First, a graph of subtasks
for the new formula is constructed following almost the same
algorithm as Alg. 1. Then, the graph of subtasks is matched
with the library, creating a lookup table of skills Lreuse ⊆ L
that can be reused for the new formula. Finally, a tree is
constructed to find the feasible paths for the new formula.

11
12
13
14
15

Initialize tree T with cost(qP0 ) = 0 and acc ;
ConnectReusedPath(qP0 , Reuse(T , qP0 , Lreuse ));
while |V| < nmax do
xnew = Sample(T );
for qB ∈ QB do
qPnew = (xnew , qB );
if qPnew 6∈ V then
new
Extend(T , qPnew , R→
P (qP )) ;
new
if qP ∈ V then
new
Rewire(T , qPnew , R←
P (qP ));
new
FindGoal(T , qP );
L0reuse ← Reuse(T , qPnew , Lreuse ) ;
ConnectStates(T , Sr , qPnew );
ConnectReusedPath(T , qPnew , L0reuse ) ;
FeasiblePath(T , Qgoal
T );

(i) if a forward match takes place, the path for the current
s
e
e
subtask is replaced by (xs , q̃B
), (x2 , q̃B
), . . . , (xe , q̃B
);
(ii) if a backward match takes place, the path for the current
e
e
s
),
), (xs , q̃B
), . . . , (x2 , q̃B
subtask is replaced by (xe , q̃B
i.e., the path is reversed first and then replaced.
For every subtask that a skill is matched, both the subtask
and the path are saved in library Lreuse , which is a subset of
L consisting of skills that can be reused in the current task.
If none is matched, we add q̃Ps to a set Sr for future use.
B. Finding a new feasible path

Since we need to find a feasible path for the new formula
φ, we can’t employ Alg. 1 directly, but the modifications are
minor. We first build a new graph of subtasks G̃T = (ṼT , ẼT )
for φ without checking whether any two subtasks in G̃T
are equivalent, i.e., adding the edge directly to G̃T without
calling the Match function; see Alg. 1, line 10-11. After
G̃T is constructed, we check whether any of subtasks can
be matched with any skill in the library. To make the most
use of these skills, we relax the second requirement in the
definition of equivalent tasks. Instead, for (q̃Ps , q̃Pe ) ∈ ẼG
and (qPs , qPe ) ∈ L, if the path of (qPs , qPe ) satisfies the
e
label around q̃B
, then we claim a match. We can’t use
the skills directly, since (q̃Ps , q̃Pe ) and (qPs , qPe ) have different Büchi states due to different LTL formulas. The next step
is to replace the Büchi components of the matched path with
the new Büchi components. Suppose the path corresponding
s
e
e 2
to (qPs , qPe ) is (xs , qB
), (x2 , qB
), . . . , (xe , qB
),

In this part, we build a tree incrementally to find feasible
paths for the new formula with the root being the initial state
qP0 ; see Alg. 4. The root is initialized with cost = 0.
Different from [6], we find the prefix and suffix parts
simultaneously by associating each node with a second property acc, which stores the accepting states in QF
P that are
in the path from qP0 to this node, i.e., acc(qP ) = {qP0 | qP0 ∈
0
QF
P , ∀qP ∈ Path(qP )}. After initialization, Alg. 4 first
connects reusable paths in Lreuse that can be connected to
the root. This part is discussed in Section IV-B.4. Then,
Alg. 4 alternates among connecting to the sampled state and
reusable skills, until the terminal criterion is reached.
1) Extending towards qPnew and rewiring through qPnew : If
new
qP 6∈ V, the Extend step here is exactly the same as that
in Section III-B.2, with the additional operation of updating
the property acc [Alg. 4, line 8]. Assuming that qPnew is an
accepting state and that its parent is qPparent , then acc(qPnew ) =
acc(qPparent ) ∪ {qPnew }, else acc(qPnew ) = acc(qPparent ).3 If
qPnew ∈ V, the Rewire step follows the same procedure as
that in Section III-B.3, meanwhile the property acc of the
successors of these nodes that their parents are changed to
qPnew is updated [Alg. 4, line 10].
2) Determining the goal state: We define the goal state
as a triplet (qP , qPmid , qPF ) if qPmid and qPF are in the path
from qP0 to qP , and qP can reach qPmid in one hop then

2 Since x makes the transition from q s to q e occur, the second state in
s
B
B
s , q e ) is in the form of (·, q e ), and
any path that satisfies the subtask (qP
P
B
e .
the rest states of this path have the same Büchi component qB

3 The right way to update acc is to monitor the accepting states along
the path to qP . Here, we only consider acc of its parent. The simplication
does not affect the property, since acc is updated very often.

A. Construction of new subtasks and matching with skills

Algorithm 6: ConnectReusedpath(T , L0reuse )

Algorithm 5: Reuse(T , qPnew , Lreuse )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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L0reuse = ∅;
for qPs ∈ K1 (Lreuse ) do
if (qPnew , qPs ) →P ∨ qPnew = qPs then
if Used(qPs ) =True then
L0reuse = [L0reuse , (qPnew , qPs )] ;
else
for (qPs , qPe ) ∈ K2 (qPs ) do
L0reuse = [L0reuse , (qPnew , Lreuse (qPs , qPe ))] ;
Recursively add activated reusable paths
to L0reuse and mark respective starting
endpoints as “used”;
Used(qPs ) = True;

qPmid can reach qPF in multiple hops. The path from qP0
to qPF of the form qP0 , . . . , qPmid , . . . , qPF is the prefix part,
and the path of the form qPF , . . . , qP , qPmid , . . . , qPF is the
suffix part. We denote the set of goal states by Qgoal
=
P
{(qP , qPmid , qPF ) | (qP , qPmid ) →P , qPmid ∈ Path(qP ), qPF ∈
F
mid
mid
QF
P , qP ∈ Path[qP , qP ]}, where Path[qP , qP ] denotes
the path between qPmid and qP . If qPnew is in the tree, then the
function FindGoal updates goal set Qgoal
by determining
T
whether qPnew generates a goal state [Alg. 4, line 11].
3) Extending towards states in Sr [Alg. 4, line 13]: When
qPnew is added to T , we check whether T can reach states
in Sr via qPnew . If qPs ∈ Sr is not in V and qPnew can extend
towards qPs , we add qPs to T through qPnew . Otherwise if qPs ∈
Sr is in V and qPnew can extend towards qPs , we check whether
qPnew can incur a smaller cost. If yes, we change the parent of
qPs to qPnew and update cost and acc of it and its successors.
4) Extending towards reusable skills [Alg. 4, line 14]:
We extend qPnew to possible reusable skills ; see Alg. 6. The
first step is to get a library L0reuse consisting of all reusable
skills in Lreuse that qPnew can connect to directly or indirectly
[Alg. 4, line 12]. The details are in Alg. 5. Let K1 (Lreuse )
denote the set of starting endpoints of all subtasks, i.e.,
K1 (Lreuse ) = {qPs | (qPs , qPe ) ∈ Lreuse }. Similarly, K2 (qPs )
collects all subtasks in Lreuse with starting endpoint qPs , i.e.,
K2 (qPs ) = {(qPs , qPe ) ∈ Lreuse }. Alg. 5 checks every starting
endpoint qPs ∈ K1 (Lreuse ) to find the largest set of reusable
skills that can be connected to qPnew in a direct or indirect
way [Alg. 5, line 3-9]. If qPnew can reach qPs in one hop or
qPnew is equivalent to qPs , then the path starting with qPs can
be used here. Used(qPs ) indicates whether the reusable paths
starting with qPs have been used. If true, we just add the pair
to L0reuse [Alg. 5, line 5]. Else, for (qPs , qPe ) ∈ K2 (qPs ), we
add the corresponding path to L0reuse with qPnew inserted in
the first place, which marks the state that qPs is connected to
[Alg. 5, line 8]. Then, all indirectly reusable paths that can
be connected to qPnew due to direct or other indirect paths
are added recursively, and respective starting endpoints are
marked as “used”. We refer to this use as “greedy use”.
Note that each element in L0reuse is a path. In Alg. 6, we
check every path p ∈ L0reuse returned by Alg. 5 and add it
to the tree T . For each state qPreuse ∈ p except the first
one, if qPreuse doesn’t belong to the tree T , qPreuse is added

1
2
3
4
5
6
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for p ∈ L0reuse do
for qPreuse ∈ p[1 : end] do
if qPreuse 6∈ V then
Extend(T , qPreuse , {Parent(p, qPreuse )}) ;
else
Extend(T , qPreuse , {Parent(T , qPreuse ),
Parent(p, qPreuse )}) ;
FindGoal(T , qPreuse ) ;

to T through its parent in p [Alg. 6, line 4]. If qPreuse is in
T , we compare its parent in T with its parent in p to see
which incurs a smaller cost [Alg. 6, line 6] Here, the function
Extend is the same as that in Alg. 4, line 8. Next, we check
whether qPreuse is a goal state [Alg. 6, line 7].
5) Finding the path leading to qP ∈ V: After Alg. 4
terminates, we extract a feasible path for each goal state in
Qgoal
(The path may not exist due to the simplified update of
T
acc). Given a path p in the product space, we can obtain a
path τ in the workspace by projection. Then we can compute
the cost and obtain the best feasible path τ .
V. C ORRECTNESS AND O PTIMALITY
Theorem 5.1: Assume that there exists a feasible plan τ
satisfying the desired formula φ. Then, Alg. 4 is probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal.
Proof: Observe that without the reuse of skills, Alg. 4
builds a tree which grows according to the same samplingbased method in [6]. The sampled states will eventually
cover the whole finite product space. Reusing skills serves in
accelerating the detection of a solution. The way to find the
prefix and suffix parts at the same time does not affect the
operations Extend and Rewire. Thus, following the proof
of Thm. 5.9 and 5.11 in [6], we can maintain the property
of probabilistic completeness and asymptotic optimality.
VI. N UMERICAL E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we present two case studies, implemented
using Python 3.6.3 on a computer with 2.3 GHz Intel Core
i5 and 8G RAM, that illustrate the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm. The 20×20 grid workspace has 6 regions and 13
obstacles. The initial position of the robot is (0.025, 0.025).
A. Transfer planning for different LTL tasks
We first use the formula ♦π r1 ∧ ♦π r2 ∧ ♦π r3 ∧ ♦π r4 ∧
♦π r5 ∧ ♦π r6 to create a library of 21 skills which includes
paths between any two regions and paths from the initial
location to regions. We test the following 6 formulas
= (♦π r1 ∧ ♦π r2 )
= (♦π r1 ∧ ♦π r4 ) ∧ (π r1 → (!π r1 U π r4 ))
= (♦π r1 ∧ ♦π r2 ∧ ♦π r3 ∧ ♦π r4 ∧ ♦π r5 ∧ ♦π r6 )
= ♦(π r1 ∧ ♦π r2 ) ∧ ♦(π r3 ∧ ♦π r4 )∧!π r1 U π r3
= (♦π r1 ∧ ♦π r2 ) ∧ (♦π r3 ∧ ♦π r4 ) ∧ ♦π r5 ∧ ♦π r6
∧ (π r1 → (!π r1 U π r2 )) ∧ (π r3 → (!π r3 U π r4 ))
φ6 = (♦π r1 ∧ ♦π r2 ) ∧ (♦π r3 ∧ ♦π r4 ) ∧ (♦π r5 ∧ ♦π r6 )
∧ (π r1 → (!π r1 U π r2 )) ∧ (π r3 → (!π r3 U π r4 ))

φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4
φ5

TABLE I: Runtimes and costs for different LTL tasks
tasks
φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4
φ5
φ6

tL
0.00
0.03
0.02
0.06
2.04
9.10

#T
6
17
10
57
383
1018

%T
83.3
94.1
90.0
91.2
94.3
90.5

t
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.20
0.98

t [14]
0.22
0.20
0.70
1.16
3.40
9.85

J
1.85
1.60
3.40
3.25
5.10
4.50

J [14]
1.86
1.47
3.45
3.15
2.83
3.67

tL is the time to build the graph GT of subtasks and identify matching skills,
#T is the number of subtasks in GT , %T is the percentage of subtaks that
have reusable paths, t and t [14] are the runtimes in seconds to find the first
feasible path using transfer planning and the biased sampling-based method
in [14], J and J [14] are the lengths of the path found. β = 0.5 in (1).

∧ (π r5 →

(!π r5 U π r6 ))

and compare with the biased sampling-based method in [14]
in terms of runtime and path quality. We run 10 trials for
each task and the averaged results are shown in Tab. I.
As Tab. I shows, the basic skills are representative, with
use ratio more than 80%. Our algorithm can find the first
feasible path in a shorter time. Due to the greedy use
in Alg. 5, reducing cost is not a priority, even though the
optimal path can be found after running enough iterations.
The time to build the graph of subtasks for the new formula
and identify matching subtasks from the library increases
with the complexity of the task. For simple formulas our
algorithm performs better than [14] but for complicated ones
it performs worse. In the current version of our algorithm,
computational complexity depends on the size of GT .
B. Transfer planning for different environments
We assume that the environment changes slightly after
a path p is found. Instead of planning from the beginning, we modify the original path by discovering subtasks that require replanning. Specifically, we assume that
n
1
0
) and that the change
), . . . , (xn , qB
), (x1 , qB
p = (x0 , qB
is captured by the presence of m new obstacles in place
of some waypoints or locations between two waypoints in
the path p. Obstacles do not replace regions. We check
every pair of adjacent waypoints in p to examine whether
i
obstacles appear between them. Suppose (xi , qB
) can not
j
reach (xj , qB ) due to new obstacles. Then, we find the first
j
waypoint after (xj , qB
) (including it) that is not replaced by
k
obstacles, denoted by (xk , qB
). This gives rise to a subtask
i
k
((xi , qB
), (xk , qB
)), which may include smaller subtasks.
Next, we build a smaller and subtask-specific Büchi automai
k
ton B 0 which consists of states in the path from qB
to qB
in
B. Given B 0 , the sampling-based method in [14] is used to
build one tree to find a path in the new environment for
this subtask. Then, we replace the original path segment
i
k
corresponding to ((xi , qB
), (xk , qB
)) with the new path.
k
Finally, from (xk , qB ), we repeat until the end of p.
We conduct simulations for m = 1, 2, 3 obstacles. For
every given m, we generate 10 different environments randomly and run 10 trials for each environment. The original
paths are the paths found in Section VI-A. The results are
displayed in Tab. II. We see that the runtime of our method
is not significantly affected by the complexity of the task and

TABLE II: Runtimes in the slightly changed environment
tasks
φ1
φ2
φ3
φ4
φ5
φ6

m=1
t
0.31
0.30
0.35
0.38
0.31
0.34

m=2

t [14]
0.33
0.22
0.76
1.10
3.32
9.49

t
0.35
0.34
0.39
0.34
0.37
0.38

t [14]
0.31
0.18
0.89
1.18
4.17
10.17

m=3
t
0.40
0.35
0.43
0.42
0.41
0.44

t [14]
0.31
0.22
0.84
0.98
3.77
13.38

is consistently lower than the runtime of the method in [14].
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed an optimal control synthesis
algorithm for LTL tasks that exploits experience from solving
similar LTL tasks before. Simulation showed that our method
generally outperforms existing control synthesis methods in
terms of time to generate feasible plans. Our algorithm is
probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal.
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